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ABSTRACT

The systematics of coupling reactivity and Line d < lay b"twcen < _ - i / i <

havt been investigated with a series of coupled-coi c: a.ssembl Les on th< .

AAI- ' f 1 Split-table Critical Faci l i ty. The asyr-mbl j r.-:; w ^ r < - s i m i l a r to Lh .

Un ive r s i t i e s ' Training Reactor (UTR) , but had g raph i te c o u f l i n c j r t ' ^ i o n

thickness of 450 mm, 600 mm and 800 mm. The c o u p l i n g r r - c i e t wit .y mea ' .u

b y both t h e cross-correlation o f reactor noise a n d t h e f l u x t i l l \> < t i n y

was stronger than fo r the UTRs, bu t showed a s i m i l a r t r end w i t h • < > > - < ; , j

The cross-correlograms were analysed us ing the two-node rnod"L t.o

derive the time delays between the cores. The time delays w e r < - i < ; i n i > i r <

thermal neutron wave propagation, and found to be consis tent when t ; , . . 1

delays were added to the individual node response-function d c j a y , .
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Figure 1 Theoretical cross-correlation functions for a coupled-core

reactor with various time delays between cores

Figure 2 Auto- and cross-correlation functions for a delay of 4 ms

between cores

(a) without flux tilting (b) with flux tilting

Figure 3 Correlogram window function for 0.666 ms correlograms

Figure 4 (a) Top view of assembly Ml, with 450 mm coupling region

Figure 4 (b) Front view of assembly Ml showing the correlation detector positions

Figure 5 Flux scans across assembly M3 at a height of 700 mm for two

different control rod configurations

Figure 6 Cross-correlograms for assemblies Ml, M2 and M3 scaled to have

the same exponential asymptotes

Figure 7 Plots of both the sum and difference of auto- and cross-

correlograms for an experiment on assembly M3. The least

squares fits to an exponential function are shown. A

background component has been subtracted

Figure 8 Experimental correlograms from assembly M3 showing the effect

of a flux tilt

Figure 9 (a) Cross-spectrum components for experiment 6, assembly M3 showing

the two-node fit (unbroken line) to the experimental data points
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Figure b) Cross-spectrum components at higher frequencies (experimental

points as dots) showing the sink frequency at 203 rad s"1 . The

line is the theoretical two-node model fit to the data

gure 10 Coupling reactivities of the AAEC assemblies compared with the

results for other graphite coupled reactors

1. INTRODUCTION

Coupled-core reactors can show a strong space dependence in their

kinetic behaviour and large flux tilts can be produced. A knowledge of

the kinetic behaviour of such coupled-core reactors aids in the under-

standing of the more complex space-dependent kinetic response of large

power reactors.

The present series of experiments was carried out on the AAEC Split-

table Critical Facility. The basic assembly was a mockup of the AAEC Moata

reactor, a water moderated and cooled, graphite reflected, UTR-10 reactor

with a 457 mm graphite coupling region Detween the two core tanks. In the

mockup assemblies, the water was simulated by polythene, but the hydrogen-

to-fuel ratio was approximately equal to that of Moata. Assemblies were

constructed with graphite coupling region thicknesse.-; of 450 mm, 600 mm

and 800 mm.

The coupled-core effects were determined from the correlation function

of the neutron density fluctuations in each core, and by measuring the

neutron flux tilt for a given reactivity change. The correlation

experiment measures directly the space-dependence of the prompt neutron

chain reaction.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Theories for the kinetic behaviour of coupled-core reactors can bo

derived from a two-node model [Baldwin 1959, Albrecht & Seifritz 1968] , or

by modal analysis of the neutron flux [Danofsky 1969, Rydin et al. 1971,

Ebert & Gallaher 1971]. The two-node one-energy group model will be used for

the analysis of the present experiment because it lends itself more readily

to physical interpretation.

The two-node, one-group kinetics equations for core 1 are:

dNj(t)_____ .
_/ ..C. (t) + Si (t) ,

dC. (t)

dt ... (1)

where Nj (t) and %(t) are the fundamental mode amplitudes for the neutron

densities in each core, e is the coupling coefficient, P(t) is the delay



function for neutrons travelling from one core to the other, and p, and A.

are the reactivity and prompt neutron generation time of core i. Now the

neutron density amplitudes and sources can be divided into a steady

component and a variable component such that the mean <n^(t)> =0, i.e.

Nl(t) = <Ni> + n] (t) , etc.

In a critical reactor, the steady-state values give:

2 =

c<N2> = -

< N ! > / < N 2 > = /Pa/Pi ... (2)

The frequencies of interest in the correlation experiments are greater

than the delayed neutron decay constants, so the delayed neutron term

ZA C. can be considered part of the source terms. After substitution,
1 1

and using the mean conditions to eliminate the time invariant components,

two equations in the fluctuation amplitudes are obtained:

dn:(t)_____
— nl(t) -- P(T)n2(t-T)dT + si(t)

dn2(t) _

dt A2 /

CO

P(T)ni(t-T)dT + S2(t) . ...(3)

The Laplace transform solution of these equations, with A} = A2 = A,

IS

(to) =
(e/A)p(w)s2(u) (B-p2)/A]s1(w)

tiu

n2(w) =
(e/A)p(o))si(w)

[iu + (B-p2)/A] - (e/A)
2p2(u)

...(4)

where the 'bar1 symbol indicates a transformed variable.

The auto- and cross-spectra are obtained by multiplying the two

functions together and taking the time average. The two source terms

are uncorrelated, hence the time averages of their cross-powers are zero

[i.e. <BI (u) 32 (w) > = <S2(w)s*(w)> = 0] and only the auto-powers contribute

[i.e. (to) s (w) s2 ].s2 (u) >

The spectral density of the source component is independent of

frequency. Hence the cross- and auto-spectral densities of the neutron

distribution functions (S12(w) and Sn(uj) respectively) in each core to

the random source variations are:

S12
-*

I n2 i

(e/A)p(o)) [- s2 (6~P2) /Aj

->->
-r (6-p2)/A] - (e/A)

 2pz (w)

Sll (u) = <nj (u)nj (w) >

2 _ 2
(e/A)2|p(o))| |s2l

[ito 2 2(6-p2)/A] - (e/A)p(to)

...(5)

In the current experiment, the data could be explained by assuming

that all the coupling neutrons had the same time delay, t , i.e. p(t) =

6(t-t ,) and p(to) = exp(-iiot ). Substituting into Equation (5) gives the

following real and imaginary components:

- ,
(B-p2)/A + |s2|

2

I{SJ2(0))} = (3-Pa)/A - js2! (6-Pi)/A]sinwtd

_ .2 2
+ 0)[ Sj | - I S2 ] COSWt

d f '
...(6)

where D is the same denominator as before. These equations show that

the imaginary component will be zero if the reactor is symmetric, i.e. if



the reactivities and flux levels are the same in each core. The real

component will be zero at the frequency ('sink frequency1) when the

following condition is satisfied:

_ 2

uitanwt
d

si ( B - p ? ) /

|si

'A + |s2

2
+ S2

C 3 - P i ) / A

2
. (7)

In a symmetric reactor, the spectral power density will be zero at the sink

frequency.

The correlation functions are calculated by Fourier transforming the

cross- and auto-spectra. The essential features of the correlation functions

can be shown by assuming that there is no time delay between the cores,

t = 0, and that the reactor is symmetrical. In that case, the Fourier

transform of the spectral densities qives the auto-correlation (RJ\(T))

and the cross-correlation

RM(T!
frT | exp(-(8-p-c) |i|/A]

2 I

exp[-(8-p+e)

(f3-p-e)/A

exp[-(8-p+e)

(B-p-e)/A (g-p+e)/A

...(8)

For a critical and symmetrical reactor with no external neutron source,

pj = p2 = _e from Equation (1).

A neutron detector cannot measure the fundamental neutron mode ampli-

tude exactly as this would require all the neutrons to be detected and

returned to the system. The detector output consists of a signal

proportional to the fundamental amplitude, and a random noise component

which is uncorrelated in the two detectors and so does not contribute

to the cross-correlation function. However, the noise component will

produce a peak in the auto-correlation function at zero time lag. Hence

the correlation functions observed in a critical reactor will have the form:

Rll(T)
exp(-8|r|/A) exp[-(3+2e)|T|

_~ + ,—.
3/A (B+2e)/A

+ k6{t)

exp(-e|T|/A) exp[-((3+2e) T /A)

Rl2(T)< - ..(9)
B/A (B+2e)/A

The correlation functions are made up of two exponential components, one

characteristic of the reactor as a whole with decay constant a = ft/A, and

the other depending on the coupling and with a decay constant of (3+2e.)/A.

The theoretical cross-correlation functions for various time delays

have been calculated from Equation (6) and the results are shown in

Figure 1 for a symmetric reactor. The values of a and e used are similar

to those of the assembly M3. The time delay produces a minimum in the

cross-correlation functions near zero time lag.

The effect of flux tilt on the correlation functions is shown in

Figure 2. When a flux tilt is present, the ^ross-correlation function is

not symmetric and the relative amplitudes of the auto-correlation functions

are approximately proportional to the square of the flux in each coie.

The flux tilt parameter, T, is defined as NJ/N2, where NJ and Nj are the

amplitudes of the neutron density functions in each core.

Albrecht S Seifritz [1968] used the coherence function (the ratio

of the cross-spectral density to the geometric mean of the two auto-

spectral densities) to describe the properties of coupled-core reactors.

This approach suffers from the difficulty of measuring the auto-spectral

density at high frequencies in the presence of white noise. The auto-

spectral density depends on the coupling (Equation 5) and so cannot be

readily extrapolated to high frequencies. The correlation function has

the advantage that the background detector noise produces a peak at the

origin that can be separated from the coupled-core effects.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The neutrons in the assembly were detected by two high efficiency

BF3 proportional counters (20th Century Electronics, Ltd. Type 40E870/50/G).

The detector pulses were amplified and discriminated to give pulses of

uniform amplitude and width for input to the ratemeters. The ratemeter

had a wide frequency response with 0,11 dB attenuation at 200 Hz and 2.2 dB

attenuation at 1 kHz. The outputs of the two ratemeters were recorded

on magnetic tape at 3.75 inches per second with an AMPEX FR-1300 tape

recorder. The tape recorder had 2 dB attenuation at 1 kHz, but the

attenuation rapidly increased at higher frequencies.

The data were further filtered before analysis by tv/o 'Rockland'

16-fold resistance-capacitance low-pass filters set at 2 kHz. These filter?
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p i u d u r o u an a t t e n u a t i o n of 0,8 dB at 200 Hz and 18 dB at 1 k H z , and were

L:.i . r,,.- .'_ impoitant components de te rmin ing the f requency response of the whole

..-y . r . i .n i .
The crobs- and auto-correlograms for 100 time lags were determined

wit: . Flnv;lott-Pa--kru-t3 -Correlator (Model 3721A). The data were sampled

t.-y<<rv 666 us for the coupling measurements. The maximum number of samples

ti'r.e correlator could accumulate for each correlogram was 128 x 1024,

corresponding to about 87 seconds of data. Many such correlograms were

obtained and added together to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

The random noise present in the data caused the zero time lag peak

in auto-rorrelogroms, and the shape of the peak is a measure of the frequency

response of the whole system. This frequency response was calculated by

combining the responses of the ratemeter, the tape recorder and the low

pass filters. The total power frequency response was then Fourier trans-

formed to determine the theoretical correlogram window function. The

resulting peak (Figure 3) had the same width and shape as the observed

zero time-lag peak on the auto-correlograms, thus confirming that the

correct freque: ̂ y responses were used. The effect of the system frequency

response on the observed correlogram is to convolve the ideal correlogram

with the window function. The narrowness of the window function means that

it only had a significant effect on the zero time-lag peak of the auto-

correlograms; the effect on the more slowly varying parts of the

correlograrns could be ignored.

A calibration signal, consisting of a 20 kHz pulse signal gated by a

100 Hz square wave, was used to check the performance of the system from

the discriminator input to the correlator. The amplifications of the two

ratemeters were set so that an equal amplitude signal was obtained on the

magnetic tape for both channels with the same calibration signal at the

discriminator inputs. Auto- and cross-correlograms of each calibration run

provided the timing characteristics of the system. The calibration runs

showed that the mean sampling rate for the correlogram was 0.667 ms with

a maximum deviation of 0.0011 ms. The channel A signal was observed to

lag the channel B signal, presumably due to misalignment of the 'read' or

'write' head on the _ape recorders, by a mean delay of 82 us with a maximum

observed of 188 ys. Even the extreme value is only 28 per cent of the

sampling period and does not significantly affect the slowly varying

cross-correlograms.

Pickup from one channel to the other was measured with the calibration

signal input to one discriminator only. A pickup of 0.12 per cent was

observed, with a possible upper limit of 0.24 per cent. The cross-

correlograms from assemblies Ml and M2 showed a slight excess in the zero

time-lag point when compared with the subsequent points. The amount of

excess depe led on the ratio of correlated to uncorrelated signal, but,

for these assemblies, the mean was 0.44 per cent.

4. E<EACTOR ASSEMBLIES

Four coupled-core reactor assemblies were constructed on the Split-

table Critical Facility (McCulloch 1972] with the aim of varying the

f:oupJ ing between the cores. The first assembly (Ml) was a mockup of MuciLa

with coupled cores, water cooling and a graphite reflector [Marks 1962].

The essential features of this assembly are shown in Figure 4. The

assembly had six absorber rods; four of these were safety rod.1"; that, woi u

out of the assembly during the experiments, and two were control rods

used to control the assembly reactivity. Each individual core consisted

of six boxes containing the 90 to 93 per cent enriched 23^U strips

surrounded by polythene. Two different sizes of box were used and the fuel

density was lower in the larger boxes (1A, 2A, ID and 2D).

The differences between the four assemblies arc given in Table 1. The

most significant change between assemblies Ml, M2 and M3 is the increasing

separation between the cores. A secondary change was the rearrangement of

the fuel so that the higher density boxes were towards the assembly centre

line for assemblies M3 and M4.

TABLE 1

CRITICAL FACILITY ASSEMBLIES

Assembly

Ml

M2

M3

M4

M4 (Fe)

Spacing

450

600

800

450

450

Fuel
configuration

A

A

B

B

B

Coupling region

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite + Iron

NOTE: Fuel configuration:

A lower density fuel boxes closest to assembly centre line

B higher density fuel boxes closest to assembly centre line



Assembly H4 had the; same core separat i on as Ml, hut thr> fuel confi-

guration of M3- Coupling inc'dsurornuntb were also taken with steel strips

(L.b mm x 50 mm x BOO mm) added to the assembly M4 r-oupJing region. Each

HUip fitted into a slot milled into the edcjr- of the 100 mm square

graphite blocks which were used to construct the assembly.

Flux scans were made usinq manganese foils positioned in the assembly.

Figure 5 shows neutron flux across assembly M3 for two different control-

r'.A configurations. The marked tilting of the neutron flux evident in

these tlux scans is made possible by the weak coupling between core tanks.

5. CORRELATION RESULTS

The correlograms were obtained at two sampling rates, 0.666 ms for

the coupling analysis and 2.667 ms for the prompt neutron decay constant

analysis. The 0.666 ms sampling rate did not provide good determination

of the backqround level for the exponential fit, but it was necessary to

show the correlation function behaviour at short time intervals. At

larger time lags, the correlation function approaches exp(-a|t|) where

a is the prompt neutron decay constant. The prompt neutron decay constant

analysis will be reported separately.

Figure 6 shows the sum of the A-delayed and B-delayed cross-correlcgrams

from the different assemblies normalised to the same exponential asymptote

at larger lag times. The effect of weaker coupling is to decreass the

correlogram amplitude at shorter time lags. The frequency response of

the detection system (Section 3) has very little effect on these curves.

The cross-correlograms of assemblies Ml and M2 can be approximated

by the theoretical correlation function derived for the two-node model

with no time delay (Equation 8). However, this approximation for the cross-

correlograms is not as good for assembly M3/because the time delay for

neutrons travelling between the two cores becomes significant at the

weaker coupling.

The coupling coefficient was first determined by taking the difference

between the auto-correlograms and the cross-correlograms. The A and B

auto-correlograms were added to improve the accuracy of the data, as

were the A-delay and the B-delay cross-correlograms. For no flux tilt and

no time delay between cores, the difference between the auto- and the

cross-correlograms should be a single exponential. The single exponential

plus a constant background term were fitted using the least-squares

method. Figure 7 shews one of the auto- plus and minus cross-correlogram

fits for assembly M3. The fit is satisfactory even to times as short as

1.5 ms and the tilts of up to 0.7 (N}/M2) observed in assembly M3 did

not significantly change the coupling parameter obtained from these fits.

The results of these exponential fits to the correlogram data for

each assembly are shown in Table 2. The values of the exponent u\, the

prompt neutron decay constant, were derived from the 2.667 ms sample

correlograms, while the exponent 0.2 was obtained from the auto-minus

cross-correlograms with 0.666 ms sample rate. The coupling coefficient

was calculated from these two components using Equation (9).

TABLE 2

THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT AND PROMPT NEUTRON DECAY CONSTANT

DETERMINED BY LEAST SQUARES FITS OF EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

TO THE CORRELOGRAM DATA

Assembly

Ml

M2

M3

M4

M4(Fe)

«1

24.9 ± 0.4

24.4 ± 0.3

28.9 ±0.3

30.8 ±0.6

35.8 ± 0.6

a2

341 ± 22

223 ± 10

137 ± 7

398 ± 8

344 ± 8

E/S

$6.3 ± 0.4

$4.1 ± 0.2

$1.9 ± 0.1

$6.0 ± 0.2

$4.3 ±0.14

-" ' 1
c

0.047 ± 0.003

0.030 ± 0.0013

0.0138 ± O.OOC7

0.044 ± 0.0014

0.032 ± 0.0010

NOTE: a.i determined from 2.667 ms sample correlogram, ctj = 3/A

«2 determined from the n.666 ms sample correlograms by

least squares fit to auto-minus cross-correlogram

a2 = fB+2ej/A

B _ = 0.0074
eft

Data were taken at different power levels, at different detector

positions and on different days, but no systematic trend was observed. The

errors shown in Table 2 are the standard deviation of the mean from these

various experiments.

Tne effect of flux tilts and time delays between the two cores

becomes significant in assemnly M3. The measured auto- and cross-

correlograms for a high flux tilt (Figure 8) are similar to the theoretical

correlograms for a tilted core with time delay (Figure 2).

Because of the difficulty in determining an analytical express.1 on

for the cross-correlation function with a fixed time delay, the data

were transformed to the frequency domain. A background adjustment was

made to B-delayed to make the A-delayed and B-delayed cross-correlograms
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•cj.iual dt zero time lag. This difference, which was less than 2 per cent,

is probably due to differences in the digitisation of the two signals in

the correlator. The time data were thon extrapolated with an exponential

iunction to give a total of 512 'data' points for both positive and

, .u^tjvt! time Lays. A least-squares technique was used to fit the

exponential to the data from 50 to 100 time lags in each direction.

Although the amplitude and exponent of the exponential function were

independent in each direction, the background level was common. A fast

Fourier transform program was used to calculate the cross-spectrum from

the extrapolated cross-correlogram.

Tie cross-spectrum of Experiment 6 for assembly M3 is shown in

Figure 9 and shows the real component passing through zero at the sink

frequency. The magnitude of the imaginary component depends on the

flux tilt between the cores. The mean sink frequency from the cross-

spectra was (77 ± 4) Hz for assembly M2 and (35.5 ± 1.0) Hz for assembly

M3.

The theo-retical cross-spectra equation for the two-node one-group

model with a fixed time delay (Equation 4) was fitted to the data

by the least-squares technique. The assembly reactivity during each

experiment was known from the control-rod settings and the coupling

between the cores was directly related to tne reactivity of each core

and the assembly reactivity. The least-squares program optimised the

fit by varying five parameters: the reactivity of each core; the time

delay betv/een the cores; the prompt neutron decay constant; and an

amplitude term. The real and imaginary components of the cross-spectrum

were fitted at the same time.

The results from the cross-spectrum fitting program are listed in

Table 3. The errors are the standard deviations in the estimates of the means

from several different experimental runs but do not include systematic

errors. Figure 9 shows one of the cross-spectra obtained ^or an experiment

on assembly M3 together with the theoretical fitted cross-spectrum.

The cross-spectrum power above 100 Hz was very small for all

assemblies, and so the effect of the bandpass of the analysis system

is negligible. At 100 Hz, the power attenuated by only 4.6 per cent.

TABLE 3_

THE_COyPLED-CORE PARAMETERS DETERMINED _B¥

THE LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF_ THE TWO-MODE

MODEL TO THE CROSS-SPECTRUM DATA

Assembly

ML

M2

M3

M4

M4 (Fe)

a

26.9 ± 0.7

26.0 ± 0.6

31.2 ± 0.8

30.2 ± 0.6

35.8 ± 1.0

Coupling

e/A

167 ± 14

92 ± 5

45.7 ± 2

175 ± 16

160 ± 16

e/e
6.2 ± 0.5

3.5 ±0.2

1.46 ± 0.08

5.8 ± 0.5

4.5 ± 0.5

delay, T (ms)

0.06 ± 0.07

0,51 J: 0.07

1.50 + 0.07

(-0.10 ± 0.10)

(-0.29 ± 0.10)

NOTE: 1. The coupling e/S was determined from the fitted

parameters e/A and a

The derived coupling reactivities for the 450 mm cores are in good

agreement with the coupling reactivities obtained by fitting the no time

delay model to the difference between the auto- minus cross-correlograms.

However, the time delay was significant for assemblies M2 and M3, and

this explains the difference between the coupling reactivities measured

by the two methods for these assemblies. The cross-spectrum analysis,

which includes a time-delay effect, gives the more valid coupling reactivity.

The time delay between the cores increases rapidly as the separation

increases. The time delay for the 450 mm separation was too small to be

observed in the present experiments, but it was 0.5 ms for the 600 mm

separation and 1.5 ms for the 800 mm separation assembly.

6. FLUX TILT

The coupling between the two cores can also be determined by measuring

the flux tilt produced by a reactivity difference in the cores. This

can be achieved by a sudden reactivity change in one core (e.g. a rod

drop) and measuring the neutron flux before and after the change, or by

measuring a static flux tilt. Rydin et a.1. [1971] used both static and

transient flux tilt to measure coupling properties, while Jeffers & Hall

[1968] used static flux tilts produced by asymmetric fuel loadings.

A transient flux tilt is analysed using the one-group two-node-

kinetic Equations (1). Initially, the reactor is critical with individual

core reactivities of pj and p2 and the delayed neutron precursors are

assumed to have had time to reach equilibrium. The kinetic equations are
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solved for the neutron fluxes after the rod drop when the reactivities

of the two cores are Pi~6 and p?_. The most convenient solution is found

by using Laplace transforms and taking the limit as s, the transform

variable, tends to zero giving

/•Ai
ai Pi

P2

N_(t)dt = - + Z;T- ...(10)

The delayed neutron values of Keepin [1965] and the experimental

A/|3 give

= 12.8 ± 0.2 ...(11)

In the critical reactor the initial reactivities, the coupling

coefficient and the initial flux tilt are related by Equation (2) .

Define integrals Ij and I2
 to be

= (0.0781 ± 0.0012) r0/
"

(0)dt ;

r"I2 = (0.0781 ± 0.0012) / N2(t)/N2(0)dt

•'

Then substituting from Equations (10), gives

11 = (B/S) [1 + [N!(0)/N2(0)]
2]

12 = (B/6) 11+ [Ni(0)/N2(0)]
2 + (6/e) [N2(0)/N1(0)]]. ...(12)

Hence c/6 = [N2(OJ/Ni(0)]/(I2-Ii) ;

6/0 = [1 + [N1(0)/N2(0)]
2]/I1. ... (13)

13

These equations enable the reactivity step and coupling coefficient

to be determined from the initial flux tilt and the integrals 1\ and 12.

Note that the integrals involve only the ratio of the neutron flux to

the initial neutron flux. The assumption of no external source is

reasonable at the pre-drop power, but after the drop the neutron flux

falls asymptotically to a mean background source level and a source

correction must be made.

Two BF3 proportional counters (6.3 mm diameter, 20th Century

Electronics Ltd. Type 5EB70) were used to detect the neutrons from the

two cores. The detectors were placed in graphite stringers beside each

core. The power level in the assembly was held steady for at least

15 minutes before control rod H in the west core was released to produce

the flux tilt. The data were collected an d Laben 511>chaimel analyser

used in multiscaler mode with a one-second stepping rate. Thirty-two

seconds of data were recorded before the drop and 480 seconds of data

after the drop. Countrate data from only one detector were recorded

in any run, so that exactly the same analysis system could be used for

both detectors by a repeat run with the same initial conditions.

A least-squares technique was used to fit an exponential function plus

background to the data after 300 seconds in order to determine the background

source contribution. This background level was subtracted from all neutron

fluxes after the rod drop. The data were also corrected for deadtime

losses in the pre-drop countrate.

Rod drops were carried out with the pre-dro- fluxes equal in each

core, and flux tilts. The relative efficiencies of the two detectors

were determined by using them together to determine the flux at the centre

of the coupling regions, and then reversing their relative positions. The

coupling reactivities determined by the rod-drop method are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4

COUPLING REACTIVITY FROM FLUX-TILT EXPERIMENTS

Assembly

Ml

M2

M3

Static
tilt

$5.6

$2.9

$1.4

Rod drop

$5.12

$3.49

$1.49
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The movement of the rod changes the flux distribution .in each individual

core, and so changes the relationship between the detector countrate

and the amplitude of the fundamental mode flux distribution in the core.

Manganese foil measurements of flux distributions showed that the

relative flux change might be overestimated by as much as six per cent

for some rod movements. An effect of this magnitude would cause an increase

of more than 20 per cent in the coupling reactivities determined from the

rod drops.

Static flux tilts were also measured for different control rod positions.

The two-node model relates the change in flux tilt, ACNj/Na), to the change

in a single core reactivity and the coupling by:

MNj/N2) = Mp2)/e - ...(14)

Again, it is difficult to estimate the mean flux change from a change

in detector countrates when rod configurations are changed. For

assemblies Ml and M2 only a single detector position was used, while for

assembly M3 three foils were used in each core. The coupling reactivities

determined by this method are also shown in Table A, bvt they cannot be

regarded as accurate because of the uncertainty of relating the detected

counts to the mean flux level in the core. Jeffers & Hall [1968] used

40 gold foils to measure the flux distribution for a static tilt produced

by varying the fuel loading in each core. Even they had difficulty

determining the average flux in each core because of flux peaking in the

moderator (McDonnell & Harris 1972].

The coupling coefficients measured by the flux-tilt methods tend

to agree with the results of the correlation experiment, but the difficulty

of determining the change in flux distribution limits their accuracy.

7. DISCUSSION

The coupling reactivity and the time delay between cores are principally

properties of the graphite coupling region with the fuelled core regions

having only a secondary effect. This allows the present results to

be compared with the results from other graphite coupled-core reactors.

7.1 Coupling Reactivity

The present coupling reactivities and those obtained for similar

reactors are listed in Table 5, The previous results were obtained for

reactors with a coupling thickness of 300 mm and about 450 mm.

TABLE 5

MEASUREMENTS OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR

GRAPHITE COUPLING REGIONS

Reactor

URR,
Lancashire

UFTR, Florida

UTR-10,
Iowa

DTK- 100,
London

Argonaut

Argonaut

LFR Argonaut,
Petten

Argonaut,
Karlsruhe

AAEC
Critical
Facility

Separation
(mm)

300

300

457

457

520

520

550

460

450

600

800

Coupling

$

7.8 ± 0.5*

5.22

(5.22)

6.40 ± 0.17

see text

see text

4.7*

2.5*

2.5 ± 0.2

2.35 ± 0.05

3.07

3.06

6.1 ± 0.4

3.5 ± 0.2

1.46+ 0.0007

Ak/k

0.058 ± 0.004

0.035

0.0183

0.045 ± 0.003

0.026 ± 0.002

0.0108 ± 0.0007

Method

Tilt (1)

Oscillator (2)

Correlation (3)

Pulse (4)

Cross-spectrum (5)

Correlation (G)

Single-core (7)
reactivity

Fuel worth (8)

Oscillator (9)

Correlation (10)

Correlation (11)

Rod drop (12)

Correlation (13)

Correlation

Correlation

* Calculated assuming 6 ̂  = 0.0074
erf

(1) Jeffers & Hall
(2) Jeffers & Humphreys
(3) Humphreys & Jeffers
(4) McDonnell & Harris
(5) Eoynton & Uhrig
(6) Hendrickson s Murphy

(1968)
(1969)
(1970)
(1972)
(1964)
(1968)

(13)

( 7 )
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

This r

Leonidou & Mansfield (1971)
Baldwin (1959)
Kawai (1965)
Dragt (1968)
Seifritz S Albrecht (1969)
Kussmaul U968)

Four different techniques have been used on the Universities Research

Reactor (URR), Lancashire, UK, which has a 300 mm coupling region and the

agreement between the results gives confidence that each technique is

measuring the sc..ne parameter. Each technique has some problems [McDonnell

S Harris 1972]; the location of the oscillator close to one detector and

the presence of a control arm were not considered in the oscillator
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• •Hi', i uncut ; Liu.- d iflicully of estimating the mean flux distribution

tv-H-.iu.ii '.-"' t lux peaking in the moderator in the flux tilt experiment;

.md the i3i i endence of coupling on the detector position in the or.cillator

.aid pulse experiments [Jeftcrs 1970]. Humphreys & Jeffers [1970] used

; :n_ _ ..,1 it.iatiui'. me-thud on tne UKK reactor and found that the results

VOL . .,x n i : t^-nt w ith tin.- $5.2.1 coupling which was determined by the oscil-

lator experiment.

Boynton K Uhriu [ 19641 used the phase difference between the auto-

and GJ o.-,j-.,pojtrum up to 50 Hz to determine the coupling reactivity

ct the 30;J mm separation University of Florida Training Reactor (UFTR).

They analysed their results on the two-node model and, by assuming a thermal

neutron wave velocity between the core tanks, obtained a coupling

reactivity < > t 0.12b 6k/k. However, it will be shown that the thermal neutron wave

v ! 2_ ; t'; houlJ r.ot Lu ubt-d with the two-node model. If the time delay between the

cores were negligible, their results would give a coupling of about 0.052 Ak/k ($7.2)

Peactors in the second group of Table 5 have graphite coupling

regions between 450 and 500 mm. The first is the Iowa State University

UTR-10 reactor whose coupling was determined by Hendrickson & Murphy [1968].

They measured the sink frequency and then determined a coupling by assuming

the thermal neutron wave velocity between cores, so their coupling, which

was 0.068 ± 0.011, cannot be compared with the coupling in Table 5. The

sink frequency was very close to that observed by Seifritz & Albrecht

11969], suggesting that the coupling for the UTR-10 would also be close

to $3.0.

Leonidou & Mansfield [1971] measured the subcritical reactivity of one

core of the University of London UTR-100 by sub-critical multiplication. The

reactivity of the single core was -0.035 Ak/k when a cadmium sheet was

placed between the cores. The subcritical multiplication method is subject

to large errors because the flux distribution usually changes significantly

as criticality is approached.

The Argonaut reactors have an annular core with a 610 mm diameter,

inner graphite thermal column. Coupled-core measurements were made with a

two-slab loading which consisted of fuelled boxes in two groups on opposite

sides of the annulus. The separation distance listed is an approximate

mean separation between the two slabs, and depends on the number of fuelled

boxes. Baldwin [1959] first determined the coupling reactivity of this

system by compart - the critical mass for the two-slab system with the

critical mass for ̂  single slab. Kawai [1965] measured the coupling

reactivity, using the oscillator technique, and determined the subcriticality

of the north and southcoresto be $(1.6 ± 0.2) and $(4.0 ± 0.4) respectively.

Equation (2) then gives a coupling reactivity of $2.5 ± 0.2. The cross-

correlation technique has been used on the Argonaut reactors at Petten

and Karlsruhe by Dragt [1968] and Albrecht and Seif^itz [1969] respectively.

The URR, UFTR, UTR-10, UTR-100 and the Argonaut reactors have similar

fuel assemblies and core tank thicknesses of 150 mm, hence the coupling

reactivities should show a systematic trend. The coupling reactivities

measured on the AAEC assemblies are significantly larger than those

measured on the other graphite reactors (Figure 10). This is due mainly

to the narrower core tanks which are 100 mm wide. These core tanks have

a higher leakage and allow more neutrons to travel into the graphite

reflector thereby increasing the coupling.

The iron poisoning in the coupling region reduced both the neutron

generation time and the coupling reactivity. The relative changes calculated

from Table 2 are:

<SA/A, = -0.14 ± 0.03 ;
Mi,

<Se/e = -0.27 ± 0.04 .Mi,

The coupling reactivity depends only on the neutron balance in the coupling

region/ whereas the generation time depends on the neutron balance

both in the coupling region and in the outer reflectors. Hence it is

reasonable that a change of the absorption cross section in the coupling

region should have twice as much effect on the coupling reactivity as on

the generation time.

7.2 Time Delay between the Cores

Time-delay and sink-frequency measurements have been made on

several UTR-type reactors and the results are compared with the present

results on Table G.

The three different techniques were used on the Universities

Research Reactor (URR) and they all gave similar values. The correlation

experiment observed a first sink frequency at 165 Hz, but then the cross-

spectrum passed through zero again at 207 Hz [Humphreys s Jeffers 1969].

Theoretical zero crossings were predicted at 160 Hz and 350 Hz for the

time delay of 0.23 ms observed in the oscillator experiment. Probably

the background variations produced the second zero crossing and this

suggests some uncertainty in the first sink frequency. Humphreys f, Jeffers
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observed that ths mp.asured cross-spectrum was consistent with the oscillator

tine delay.

TABLE_6

MEASUREMENTS OF TIME LAGS BETWEEN CORES

Reactor

11 RR

URR

URR

UTR-10

Karlsruhe

AAEC

Separation

300

300

300

457

-.160

600

800

Material

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Sink frequency
(Hz)

165

(Pulse)

(Oscillator)

115 ± 5

116 ± 8

77 i 4

35.5 ± 0.9

fit
(ms)

(0.23)

0.33 ± 0.16

0.23 ± 0.02

0.28

0.51 ± 0.07

1.50 ± 0.07

Reference

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(6)

(1) Humphreys s, Jeffers (1970)
(2) McDonnell & Harris (197*:)
(3) Jeffers & Humphreys (1969)

(4) Hendrickson & Murphy (1968)
(5) Seifritz & Albrecht (1968)
(6) This report.

Hendrickson & Murphy [1970] observed the sink frequ-.ncy of the Iowa UTR-

10, but they did not determine a delay time because they did not know

the coupling reactivity. However, their sink frequency is almost exactly

equal to that measured by Seifritz & Albrecht [1968] on the Argonaut

reactor at Karlsruhe which has a similar separation width. Seifritz

& Albrecht found that the mean time delay between cores, which was

determined from their sink frequency, was insensitive to the time delay

function p(t) used.

The delay times observed on the AAEC assemblies are longer than

those observed elsewhere because of the greater separation distance. The

two-node model of the reactor separates the tim^ delay between the two

cores from the response function of the individual core. At the sink

frequency, the total phase lag (i.e. the sum of the phase lag due to the

time fo£ a disturbance to travel from one core to the other),plus the

phase lag due to the single core response function, is equal to 90 degrees.

In the range of the observed sink frequencies, the response function phase

lag is of the order of 70 to 80 degrees.

Nagy & Danofsky [1970] used a two-energy group, one-dimensional

modal analysis to predict the behaviour of the sink frequency with core

separation. The two fuel regions were 150 mm thick and were modelled on

the Argonaut reactor, but they do not quote the axial buckling used or

the reactivity coupling. They predicted sink frequencies of 20 Hz at

nOO mm, 45 Hz at 600 mm and 90 Hz at 450 mm. These values agree reasonably

••/<•>] 1 with the observed valuta.

The time delays determined from the cross-spectra and tne two-node

model are much shorter than would be expected if the disturbance: travelled

with the thermal neutron wave velocity between the two cores. Seifritz {«

Albrecht [1968] note that the estimates of the mean timt delay from using

thermal neutron waves can be too long by a factor o. ten or more for their

Argonaut results.

In a block of graphite of cross section 0.6 metres x 1.6 metres,

the thermal neutron wave velocity for a one-group diffusion model is

140 m s-1 at 50 rad a"1 and increases to 170 m s"1 at 400 rad s"1.

Hence/ for a 0.6 m graphite thickness the transit times would be 4.3 ms

to 3.5 ms, while for 0.8 m thickness the times are 5.7 ms to 4.7 ms. The

mean thermal time delay of 2.82 ± 0.26 ms for the UTR-JOO reactor

(457 mm separation), measured by pulsed neutron techniques, Is consistent

with the thermal wave velocity [Leonidou & Mansfield 1971; Leonidou

1972]. The disturbance will travel much faster than the thermal neutron

wave for core separation less than the slowing down distance (187 mm for

graphite), but as the separation increases most of the neutrons will become

thermalised well before reaching the second core, and the time lag would

be expected to approach that of a thermal neutron wave.

The use of the two-node model to describe the reactor is inconsistent

with using a neutron wave velocity in the coupling region. The two-node

model is derived from the time-dependent transport equation by dividing

the reactor into two interacting cores and assuming that neutron disturbances

travelling between the cores have a time delay function, but that distur-

bances are propagated instantaneously throughout each individual core. These

assumptions ]ead to the point reactor kinetics equation for describing the

response function of each core. Each core consists of a fuelled region

and a reflector which includes part or all of the coupling region. It is

thus not valid to take the coupling region as a separate entity and use the

neutron wave velocity to determine a lag time. Probably the neutron wave-

velocity is more closely related to the total phase lag between the two cores,

-i.e. the sum of the lag time on the two-node model plus the response

function phase lag.

If the neutron wave has a velocity of 150 m s""],then the Irequen',-/
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that .jivcs -3 phdf.o sb\!"t oi '30° in travelling between the two cores is

I . . - i,» --'or ~V>o rim, >V, M;- foi -!CM> i.;:i, 02 llr. fui GOO nun and 47 Ilz foi

HiO mm. Th"--<' ' r(!'{ucnc-] os are similar Lo the sink frequencies observed

J-OL qjcipbitu coupling regions and the agreement could be improved by a more

precjse mod i-> l 1 3 nu of th<? system. However, the important point is that the

neutron disturbance can travel with the thermal neutron wave velocity

butWLiun the cores, even though the relevant time lags for use with the

i.wo-node moclol are -rons ider ably shorter than that,

The two-nodi,' model of the coupled core reactor has been found adequate

to understand the kinetic bo.haviour observed on theso assemblies. The

coupling reactivities observed were stronger than expected from extrapolating

the results of the UTR reactors, but the discrepancy is due to the differen-

ces in geometry.

The effect of time delays between the two cores was observed for the

600 mm and 800 mm core separation. The use of a fixed time delay in tne

two-node, one-group model v/as sufficient to fit the observed cross-spectra.

However, the two-node time delay measured cannot be directly compared with

the thermal neutron wave velocity, although this time delay is a useful

parameter to characterise the reactor.
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